5 reasons to go to the National Preservation Conference in Indianapolis, Oct 30-Nov 2, 2013

click here for DISCOUNT!

Use code ARCHITECT to receive expired early bird registration rate. Trouble? Contact 866-374-6338 or kristi@sitesolutionsworldwide.com

1. Rack up CEUs for education and field sessions
2. Discount to early bird price for architects!
3. Sessions on rehabbing decommissioned federal structures, planning tax credit rehabs, and realizing energy efficiencies in historic buildings (Oct 30 & 31)
4. Educational tours on repurposing industrial buildings (Nov 1), designing infill structures in historic areas (Nov 1), and mid-century landmarks of Columbus by architectural luminaries (Nov 2)
5. Role of Microbreweries in saving buildings and communities (Nov 1). Will there be samples?